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THE SHEFFIELD ANARCHIST is produced by the Sheffield Anarchists as an aid to the
wider dissemination of the libertarian viewpoint.in the Sheffield area and further
abroad.
Vol.1 No.1 was published in 1891, and it was intended to appear fortnightly, but
pressure from the law, the police and authority in general, and Christians (displayin
-g- yet again their capacity for hatred and intolerance) forced it to close down
after only ten issues. It was restarted in the mid 1970.’s, and has appeared at
varying intervals since, depending on the level of interest and activity amongst
anarchists in Sheffield,
The paper has no fixed price, a continuation of the original policy of the founders
so that the want of a few pence shall not prevent the sharing of ideas. We pay
ourselves no wages, under any guise, have no expense accounts and support no other
enterprise (and are supported by no other enterprise- sorry, but we’ve had no
Moscow gold to keep us going), All money received for the paper goes towards ensuring
that we can print more copies of the next issue, and those who give generously ensure
that copies can be available for those who really c* aot afford to give anything.
Contributions of an anarchist nature are always welcome, be they articles, poems,
letters or graphics - we exercise no editorial control or censorship over contribut
ions, and inclusion is subject only to available space
Articles, etc published in ’’The Sheffield Anarchist” are expressing the viewpoint
of the individual author/poet/graphicist and do not necessarily reflect the views of
all the people involved in producing the paper, nor indeed the views of all
anarchists in Sheffield,

MORE GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SHEFFIELD ANARCHISTS
We are a very loose conglomeration of people,having in common that, we are anarchists
and live in Sheffield.We are not a formal group,and have no membership cards or
anything like that,although we do try to meet together whenever possible,Our
diversity acts as a safe-guard against’leaders *, police-infiltrators,etc and ensures
that space is offered to Anarchists of different opinions,for instance;pacifists
and non-pacifists.The looseness of of our grouping ensures ‘that we do not become dogm
atic and examine all avenues of anarchism.Also,as we are not a formal organisation
as such we do not suffer from the same diseases that seem to afflict these structures
i.e. bureaucracy, intimidation of the less verbally articulate,opression of minorities
s, hierarchy,etc,etc.
ANTI-COPYRIGHT SHEFFIELD ANARCHISTS

REPRODUCE AT WILL.

Due to the intensity of the class war
presently raging in Britain, and paticul
-arly in this area, it would be impossible
for us to cover all the actions and
events connected with the pit dispute
that have taken place in the last couple
of months even if we wanted to, simply
for lack of space. The events reported
below happened within only a few hours of
each other during the morning of Monday
November the 12th.

BINNINGTON : 2 Molotov cocktails were
hurled at the police station forcing the
police to flee. Shops were looted in
Church Lane and Loughton Rd. A car was
overturned and over 20 street lamps and
many road signs were torn down.to form a
barricade. Later, the village was sealed
off by police as 18 scabs were escorted
into work. At one stage large metal bolt
-a were hurled at police lines, badly

SOUTH KIRBY : 500 pickets broke into NCB
offices and stole keys to earth - moving
machinery, this was used to block roads.
After the keys were taken the offices
were set on fire. Blazing barricades were
also built.

CORTONWOOB : Police horses charged a erow
-d of about 100 pickets.
ROYSTON & KINSLEY : Management recieved
telephone calls at 2am telling them to
stay inside the offices. Shortly after
pickets ran through the yards causing a
large amount of damage

hurt.

MALTBY : Stones were hurled at the windo
-ws of the police station. Lamposts were
torn down to form a barricade across
Tickhill Rd and a.ne^pby garage was rans
-acked. Wire was stretched across the
road at windscreen level in an attempt
to ambush police.
BOBWORTH : Police station attacked. Poli
-ce stoned at Lundvood. A length of stee
-1 wire was stretched across the road
leading to the pit. 2 coppers were badly
hurt in clashes, 1 had a broken leg, the
other headed a brick. After police horse
-s charged the crowd a crate of petrol
bombs was found.
BRAMPTON BIERLOW : Stones and bottles
were hurled at the police. The old Co-op
building was torn apart to form a bumin
-g barricade.
BARROW : Clashes with police. Trees were
felled to block roads.

B3AP132 VALLEY : Attempts
into NCB stere
pickaxe handles
Electric pylon
the village of 2

South Yorkshire police have been forced
to admit that they have had an unauthori
-sed stockpile of C.S. gas for 6 years,
and that 30 pigs are trained in its use.
The C.S. gas is fired from the same
cartri L.3S that fire plastic bullets
which the police have supposed to have
got rid of. Defending the stockpile the
Chief Constable said that ’’Before C.S.
gas can be issued it has to have my
personal authority.” - Very reassuring
Mr Wright.
sou tn lorkstiire County Council has been
accused of betraying the miners by agreei
-ng to finance police spending in the pit
dispute to the tune of £1,189,004. But
Labour leader Roy Thwaites vehemently
denied the accusation (well he would woul
-dn’t he), he said that ’’not one penny
extra” would be raid

Issue - dodger of the month award roes
to Council leader Bavid Blunkett. At a
miners rally at the City Hall on Kovembe
-r the 11th f he managed to address the
meeting withI hardly a mention of the min
*

STOPP (The Society of Teachers Opposed to
Physical Punishment) have highlighted the
cases of 2 South Yorkshire boys who were
badly beaten at school.
The first is a ten year old from Rother
-ham, who was so badly beaten (with a
slipper on bare buttocks) that he s^ill
had the marks 4 days later.
The other a 14 year old pupil at Oakwoo
-d Comprehensive, Rotherham was given 2
strokes across the back of the legs with
a cane for allegedly talking in assembly.
At another South Yorkshire school a
visitor told how he had seen a teacher
take a 5 pace run - up to cane pupils.
And these sadistic beatings go on all
the time.

There have been raids at several Sheffie
-Id schools over the last few monthes,
and thousands of pounds worth of valuabl
-es have been stolen. Pupils are thought
to be responsible.
aia
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On November the 8th a blaze at Henry
Fanshawe school, Dronfield caused
£50,000 worth of damage,
A Sheffield teenager, pressurised by
teachers and his Jehovah’s Witness paren
-ts at home started a fire at Stocksbrid
-ge Comprehensive, The blaze caused
£4,000 worth of damage. Unfortunately he
was caught.
I

I

A Sheffield woman has challenged Margare
-t Thatcher to live on £46.67 a week
(which she gets for herself and her 12
year old son). Thatcher (who is entitled
to a salary of £45,280), has replied
do know what it is like to cope on a sma
-11 income and to make every penny count”
She also said "I hope you will recognise
that I do understand the problems which
she faces and that the government’s poli
-cies are designed to help her and peopl
-e like her.M(!)

A fire at Heath School, Chesterfield
caused £25,000 worth of damage during
the night of October 15th.
At Ecclesfield Town Junior School water
pipes were sawn through and thousands of
gallons of water flooded the school.

50,000 of damage was caused by a blaze
at Wales Comprehensive near Sheffield.
Two classrooms and a study room were
completely gutted and further damage was
caused when a water tank collapsed sendi
-ng thousands of gallons of water pourin
-g beneath the floors.

Although Sheffield City Council has pled
-ged to ignore the Governmer. t over rate
capping it has turned out to be as hollo
-w as their other pledges. A document
has been sent to all commitees warning
councillors not to approve any new spend
-ing projects unless they are essential,
and there is money to pay fcr them.

After The School Stoppers Handbook was
distributed at Dinnington Comprehensive
a boring lesson was held up for 2 hours
while the class pretended to search for
a supposedly lost contact - lense.
(
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•The Star’ and South Yorkshire Police
are presently encouraging Sheffielders
to grass on their friends and neighbours
with their ’Crimewatch’ campaign. The
vigilantie leader for Broomhall is landlo
-rd Jama (Jimmy)
Farrah of Brunswick St,
Hii
Jimmy is well known in the area for ripply
-ng off his tenants, organising gambling
circles, terrorising his children and
smashing a bottle in his wife’s face.

The latest craze at Abbeydale Grange
School is ’C.M.X.ing’,it’s like BMXing
only you do it on chairs One pupil has
already been expelled
CdJlCL

»

In Rotherham vandalism is up 30% so far
this year, the main targets have been
schools, but the council have connected
it with the pit dispute
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Last weekend (the 8th & 9th of December) a gang of shitheads decided to go gay
bashing at the ’Sin Bin'nightclub. However, unfortunately for the macho bores,
they got trounced themselves. Fight Back.
■■
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oxx^rfield Anarchists made the headlines (press
t.v.
radio) yet again when we distributed
1100 copies of ’The School Stoppers Handbook’
to schools throughout the South Yorkshire and
North Derbyshire area. What a joke most of the
press reports were, but what can you expect?
The ’Mail on Sunday’ even sent one of their
top bloodhounds up to Sheffield to mi ff out a
story .We heard Adrian Lithgoe was on his way
before he even reached Sheffield, but de?
te
flashing money around/like it had just be a
abolished and also pretending to be from ’New
Society’ (snob appeal) he failed to make conta
-ct with us. No doubt the Mail were not please
-d at having to pay Lithgoe’s expenses for no
return, especially when he stayed at the ’Hall
-am Towers’ Hotel (room 905). Sorry Lithgoe,
but we’ve heard too many bad stories about you
and you don’t fit in with our press policy.
Joan Barton (Deputy Chairperson of the Educ
ation Committee) ended up playing council spok
-esperson ; what a laugh she was on ’Look Nort
-h’. As for the "danger” angle, which press and
politicians alike tried to latch onto. The bes
(4 Ll
-t thing they could come up with were vague
references to our suggestions on fusing the
school (reproduced in full below). What hypocr
Fuse the whole school. Take a plug,
;he wire and join red &, black or blue & brown, -ites these people are, they insist on adoptin
-g a patronising ’Blue Peter’ mentality to
nsulate well with tape, plug in and bang,
anyone at school (-?’Don’t pour paint-stripper
mother method is to put a coin between the
over your teachers car unless a responsible
)lug terminals, so that it is touching all J,
adult is preasent”.) and yet they happy to be
md plug in* Rubber or leather gloves are a
part of a system that murders 16 year olds in
JSe^nr e caut i on
factories. You’re a child until they can use
IF you LIKED 5OW
-YOU’LL LOV£ « your labour, they’ll even have you fighting in
Ireland at 17. And these same caring people
are quite happy to run the risk of mowing k
down on the roads, just so they can sit in
expensive car.
But the Softool Stoppers Handbook is dangero
-us to parasites like Joan Barton, it is a thr
-eat to their positions of power and privilege
The Barton family are the very epitomy of poll
-tical whoredom, Joan the moan and husband
Roger are right at the top of the town hall
hierarchy that makes a living at our expense.
And Roger, of whom it is said that no crowd is
too small for him to address, has ambition way
beyond Sheffield Town Hall. Even son Scott is
being groomed to continue the Barton dynasty.
Better wise up Scott because proffessional
politicians don’t have a future, one day they5
-re all going to be looking for a job.
Despite the views of parents, politicians,
press and police (which are the biggest compli
-ment we could hope for) the School Stoppers
Handbook has been so well recieved in the area
-s schools that we are considering another
print rnru So quake in your boots ars eholes!
WORK
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Nutcases outside
the school' gates

/
*

Anarchists probet

THE Sheffield Anarchists who are urging
children to sabotage their schools, and act
against teachers in ways that are potentially
lethal, ought to be prosecuted, if only in order
that they may be identified publicly.

By Clark Herron

Their sick minds only have lo influence one
other sick mind for dangerous and unpleasant
consequences to follow. If that one person is
influenced into an act of sabotage, it does not
matter that the vast majority will recognise the
anarchists for the fools that they are.

A BOOKLET being dis
tributed by Sheffield Anar
chists lo schoolchildren,
urging them to attack their
•schools .and teachers, has
been referred to the
Director
of
Public
Prosecutions,
The move comes after
the
city
education

That said, it cannot be right to make martyrs
out of idiots, and although the firmest rebuke
and disapproval are called for, ridicule may be
the best weapon with which to reduce these
childish trouble-makers to order and silence.
But children need protecring from nutcases.
__________________________________________________
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department passed The
School Stopper's Hand
book to South Yorkshire
Police.
The Star revealed this
week that the booklet ad
vertised "91 Ways lo Sabo
tage Your School" • some
of them dangerous to the
pupils themselves, to staff,
and even to the public.

Joan Barton, commented:
Superintendent Terry
Swann said on the latest
“Some of4he stuff ts laugh
development: “We are con
able. but a lot encourages
• • •
cerned about the booklet
some very daageroas
practices."
and its contents. Some of
the ideas are dangerous-to
The booklet has been
the kids, such as tampering handediout onside school
with the electrics.-:Tbc
gates, 4n' write cases to
whole** tHihe/s -highly children as young as It. h
irresponabte.'"
'*•
responses.
;i
‘-----^Us-them
'__ isschool
“Kkc
SchoolschicCCouflcjlior -'-p^bon ” a
kills the
^■Jmihd." and is society's way
off-forcing them into its
system.

Its recommendations
include fusing electrics,
putting teachers on tnal.
□ tampering with the safety
of their cars, making hoax
bomb and fire calls, and
bursting drains and flood
ing schools.
The Department of
Public Prosecutions is
bang asked what offences,
if any. the booklet s pub
lishers and distributors
hare committed.

"This booklet is one of the nastiest pieces
of propaganda I’ve seen."
Jim £elly, Headmaster of All Saints
R.C. Comprehensive

I

I

"I have read-it and I am horrified."
Councillor Joan Barton

hits schools

9

5

AN ANARCHIST book
let being distributed
among children, entitled
N'ncty-One Ways to Sabo
tage Your School, has been
referred to the Director of
Public Prosecutions.
The book, which is the
work of a group called
Sheffield Anarchists, has
been handed out at school
gates to children as young
as 11.
It recommends fusing
electrics, putting teachers
on tnal. tampering with
their cars, and making
hoax bomb and fire calls.
Joan Barton, education
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"A booklet aimed at prov \ing classroom
Anarchy."
The Daily Mail

"Rubbish."
Outraged parent
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"Can I have one too?"
Silverdale schoolperson
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Deadly; tips in a classroom-‘comic’

Am

c

COVRSE • In classroom
terrorism circulated to a
city’s schoolchildren
has
been sent to the Director
of Public Prosecutions.
A booklet — handed by
anarchists lo pupils as young
as 11—urges riot, attacks on
teachers and
sabotage
of
schools.
The School Stoppers Hand
book lists **51 ways to sabotage
your school **.
Police were alerted after
copies were distributed
at
school gates in Sheffield and
Rotherham — one of them
to an
11-year-old boy at
Sheffield’s
All
Saints
RC
Comprehensive.
Compiled by a group called
Sheffield Anarchists, the book
let also urges a M Aght-back
against the killing of the
mind.**
A

"Excellent"
A Bristol Anarchist
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CLASSROOM
GUIDE
TO TERROR

"A course in classroom terrorism."
The Daily Express
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But grandmother SyMa
Rowland was disturbed to
find her 11-yetr-oM grand
son had beta given the
booklet oatside AH Saints
Comprehensive School oa
Cranvllk Road. "My whole
family is upset over It," she
said.

"91 suggestions for constuuctive chaos."
Freedom, Anarchist monthly
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Sheffield City Cotaefl
education commlttM ehalrmia Coaaclilor Mike
Bower said: "If they art
handing this oat to 11-yearoIds, moat of those receiving
It will have a mental age
weD In advance of those
handing it oat, ao they art
not likely to take moch
notice."
>
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"A textbook of terror."
The Daily Mirror
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Pupils art being offered a
booklet entitled Ninety-one
Ways to Sabotage Your
School by members of
Sheffield Anarchists.

"the firmest rebuke and dissaproval are
called for."
Morning Telegraph editorial

3
o

C

ANARCHISTS art dlstrtb•flat leaflets •■tsitfe
Sheffield schools encourtfiag paplls ta acts of
disobedience.

"A terrifying booklet aimed at recruiting
classroom terrorists."
The Yorkshire Post

2

t:

Anarchists
.call for pupil
sabotage

"An obscenity."
South Yorkshire Police spokesman

fits

o

ks

"It’s a disturbing booklet. It contains
some very unpleasent suggestions."
Education Department spokesman

_____ - - .
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"We are very concerned. The whole thing is
highly irresponsible."
Superintendent Terry Swann

committee deputy chair
man, said yesterday: “I
have read it and I am horri
fied. Some of the things
recommended are very
dangerous and rather
stupid.
“I honestly think the
majority of pupils will see it
as rather childish, but there
must be a minority who
could be influenced and
could put themselves and
4
others in danger if they
i
tried to follow any of the ’
suggestions.
|
An education spokes
man said' Sheffield Anar
chists were an identifiable
group known to the police.

BOOKLET aimed at pro
voking classroom anarchy
contains tips which could
kill.
A

Hundreds of copies of
The School Stoppers Hand
book have been distributed.
outside comprehensive* in
Sheffield and Rotherham.
The booklet details 01
wavs in which children can

Teacher* are endangered
by advice on loosening their
car wheel nuts, pulling augar
in their petrol tanka, punclur*
in> their tyrca and dropping
water bombs on them from
above.
Other tips include caus*

inj short circuits by using a
coin to bridge plug contacts,
pouring paintstripper over
cars
bodywork.
flooding
schools by blocking drains
and making hoax bomb and
Are tails.
Th. 14-page ‘comic* Is

the work of a group who call
Anarchists
1M4.
South
Yorkshire
police.
who
describe it a> an obaeenitj.
have stnt n copy to the
Dkretor of Public Prosecu
tion* and are hunting its
printers and distributors.
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Dear Sheffield^Anarchists,

Could you
please send me 40 more copies of your
School Stoppers Handbook. And could you
also tell me where abouts in Sheffield
you are stationed. I think your book is
great, somebody from Clowne (Chesterfie
-Id) gave me ten books and I sold them
in the same day. How do I get the money
to you in Sheffield?
Yours Faithfully
S.H.
Thank You

I would appreciate you not soiling my
children’s minds with the rubbish she
was given today i.e. THE SCHOOL STOPPERS
HANDBOOK.
I see that you do not have enough cour
-age of conviction to publish names or
addresses of your organisers, which iust
about sums up what petty minds you must
all have. As for financial help, I belie
-ve the only help you need is phsyciatri
-c and the sooner the better.
I don’t mind people having opinions bu
-t I object to them being forced upon 11
years old children.
yours disgustedly
Illegible Squiggle
951 Chesterfield Rd
Sheffield 8

Dear Sir,
I enclose a £1 note, please coul
-d you send a copy of your leaflet ”91
ways to sabotage your school” if possibl
-e^
I would also be interested to recieve
any information about your group especia
-lly related to preasent or alternative
education methods.
yours sincerely
A.P.

Dear Disgusted,
Thankyou for your letter,
it really cheered us up to know that we
are so well thought of. If you’d like
to our organisers the address is as foil
-ows :
School Stoppers Handbook Organisers,
c/o The Kremlin,
Moscow,
USSR.
Seeming as you liked our pamphlet so
much we’re sending you a copy of The
Sheffield Anarchist, and hope you’ll sen
-d us your views on that. In fact, as
our No. 1 fan we’d like to offer you a
subscription, for only £1.5o we’ll send
you tl ~ next 4 issues hot off the press.
SorTj, but we only accept payment in the
form of cheques/P.O.s not in strai
jackets or lygactyl.
love & Kisses
The Sheffield Anarchists

Dear Sheffield @s,
I’d be very grateful if
you could send me a copy of ’School Stop
-pers Handbook1 as mentioned in the late
-st issue of ’Freedom’.
I am enclosing a donation towards furt
-her printing costs.
Thanks
R
Dear comi@de,
Could you send me a copy of
your School Stoppers Handbook, please?
I’ve included a little something to cove
-r the costs and maybe help fight the
class war.
Thanks
Bruce

AS THE WRITER OF OUR 'STAR LETTER’ MR I
SQUIGGLE WINS A FREE COPY OF THE SHEFFIE
-LB ANARCHIST!!!WELL BONE MR SQUIGGLE

Fri ends,
Could you send me a copy of the
School Stoppers Handbook. From the descr
-iption in ’Freedom* it sounded useful
and interestin
I’ve enclosed a donation towards furth
-er printing.
Luv, Peace + Anarchy
Wil

The School Stoppers
Handbook
IS OUT NOW!!!.

Dear Sir,
Please send me 2 copies of The
School Stoppers Handbook and any other
piece? of free litreature. In fact maybe
some that aren’t free that are deductabl
-e from this contribution to the cause.
Che ers
Ian

STIAL REARING FOR ALL ANARCHISTS
AT SCHOOL
COPIES ARE AVAILABLE
P.O. BOX 217

PAY WHAT YOU LIKE
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BEYOND THE RULES
Some people ( not anarchists ) labour with the illusion that the choice of gover
:ment in a democracy reflects the level of activity in the class war. Hence with
Thatcher in power they resign themselves to a state of helplessness, waiting for
the false choice of parliamenterianism to swing back in their favour. Ifanything
the class war is more intense, we are playing with higher stakes under the tories.
In the field of industrial action-mass struggle during the miners dispute has
gone and still is going beyond anything *seen before on the mainland. The miners
are engaged in a mass struggle with an overstretched' and paranoid police state.
(
that the stop the city interventions stopped when police resources were
so stretched)
The militant tactics which the miners have evolved throughout the dispute have
broken all the previous rules, errupting into bloody confrontation beyond control
of the union mediators. Eass proletarian violence is not confined to the pithead.
Autonomous action against scab convoys, power plants, cowboy contractors, N.C.B
• property, police stations,- blockades and occuptions, ( Particularly necessary
now it is winter and huge amounts of coal will need transporting to replemish stocks
at power stations ) have become as commonplace as the police deployment of riot
equipment.
The strike has extended itself into the communities involving those who cannot
strike, pensioners, unemployed, housewives, kids. Community self management,
particularly in solid areas has aided the spirt of determination exhibited by the
miners. As a consequence the police have used various methods to intimidate the
miners base of support 1. verbal, and physical abuse of women 2. curfews and beatings
if your a miners kid
invasion of homes 4. occupation of villages 5* harrassing
fund raisers 6. stealing toys intended for miners kids this Christmas. Yet the
struggle in the community cannot be halted instead it develops.
Despite -the healthly development of proletarian violence many ghosts from the past
have been dragged from sleep. They are the nightmares of class war.

1• The perspective of a general strike has to be seen for
of defeat. The leftists want it in order to put themselves
And interestingly enough the ruling class want it in order
helping them smash working class organisation on a massive
•

>

•

■

••

/

•

•. I

what it is : an admission
into positions of power,
to re-run the 1926 fiasco
scale.

•

2. The self-proclaimed vanguards see the battle-ground as some sort of arena for
paper-selling, hoping eventually to recruit combatants into the party'• This behavior
is parasitic, it causes massive demoralisation obscuring the possibilities of real
solidarity.
•

_

_

.

1

•

.

•

—

5. The T.U.C and Labour Party have only one concern - to stop the development of
proletarian violence at any cost, winning the strike doesn’t enter into it.
To this end Kinnock has resorted to a form of left nationalism describing it as
Alien to the tenprement
temprement and the intelligence of the British trade union movement”
Admittedly its disappointing that the strikershaven’t yet made the political break. This prob
ably won’t happen until the final phase of the
dispute especially if a sell-out is to blatent.
Yet now after 8 months of this strike, with
winter upon us the class war takes on a new aspect.
The possibility of the strike effecting new terrain,
closes nearer and nearer as the days get darker.
When the lights go out one has to ask will only
hungry strikers start the looting.

Kost of the previous article is ripped off from
the paper ’Class War’. A state of insurgency is
argued which goes beyond the solidarity already seen .
’Opening up the Second Front’ is a strategy of conciol-us intervention by anarchists to forge revolutionary
solidarity between different sections of the working
class. Y;
t

!

—8

NATIONAL ANARCHIST CONFERENCE
Over the weekend of 23 - 25th of November over 50 Anarchists from all over England and
Scotland assembled in Sheffield for a national conference and get - together. The
weekend was a follow - on from a similar one held in London three monthes earlier.
During the Sheffield weekend we had many hours of excellent discussion, without any of
the back - biting many of us have grown used to at NEAP (North - East Anarchist Federatio
-n) conferences. We also saw a video - recording of the ’Sheffield Policewatch’ video on
police tactics during the miners strike, which was kindly lent to us by a comrade,
ad a
vegan meal together and spent 3 excellent evenings in the pub.
Judging from what people said at the conclusion of the Sunday session everybody ts
greatly enthused by the weekend, and we all left not only looking forward to the next
conference, but to working more closely with each other.
The cost of the conference was raised entirely from a collection that was held.
Collections were also held for the miners and the imprisoned Glasgow comrades.
NOTES OF WHAT WAS SAID AT THE SHEFFI’
SATURDAY 24/11/84
Group Reports

quarterly, weekly street sales
and some retail outlets, sell about 500 per issue. / ’School Stoppers Handbook* : 1100
produced and distributed to schools in South Yorkshire and North Derbyshire, considered
successful, lots of media coverage, hope to do another print run. / Weekly meetings held
in local pub.
EDINBURGH : Magazine (’Little by Little’) produced, also leaflets. / Collecting for miners,
police confiscated 2 tins of money, but they got it back. Money given directly to womens
support group or local strike fund. / ’Counter - Information’ newsheet produced in conjuncti
-on with Glasgow @s - relating to strike mainly, but some othex matters are covered. /
Complain that nobody goes to Scotland.

BRIGHTON : Squat gig held in local cinema, but there were arrests and things have been in
disarray since then. Nothing much happening. / Miners support groups are dominated by the
Labour Party and Communist Party, but there are signs of things improving. Some Kent miners
are critical of NUM hierarchy, but are scared to open their mouths about it. / Actions
against the Tory conference, discussed at last conference, failed to materialise. / Got
hassled in connection with the Grand Hotel bombing.

GLASGOW : Occupation of Price - Waterhouse offices - those arrested are due to come up on
trial in December. I Daily street collections for miz
i - threatened with arrest for illega
-1 collecting - Trades Council issue lisences for collecting, but is controlled by Communist
Party - Miners have been threatened with having all official financial aid stopped if they
accept money collected by Anarchists. On Thursday 22/11/84 5 people were arrested for collec
-ting - stiff sentences are expected. / Group hopes to open bookshop shortly.
BRADFORD AREA : Anti - school pamphlet (’Fuck School’) produced. / Hoax leaflets advertising
free trolleys of food at a new Sainsbury’s supermarket were distributed to a posh housing
estate, quite a lot of media coverage. / Campaign against Marcus Fox M.P. / "Knee Deep In
Shit" magazine produced. / Attacks on Lord Mayor. / In Bradford street lighting is not
coming on until about 9•00pm. / Very serious rioting in Pontefract nearly every night, which
is not being reported in the press. / Long running campaign against poultry farmer Billy
Webb - a very nasty character. / Occupation of Halifax Building Society (who are attempting
to reposess homes of striking miners) office on November 5th Day of Action - Leaflets distri
-buted and stink bombs left before leaving.
/

STOKE : Have been reduced to only a small group recently. / Produce ’Careless Talk’./ Have
been attending Trot miners meetings to put across an © line. •/ General involvement in
miners strike. / Produced a leaflet for start of new term at Keele University - ’’The poverty
of student life" - critical of university life. / Scargill & Kinnock double bill coming up other comrades invited to attend.
’CLASS WAR’ -r LONDON : Sell ’Class War* on demos - up to 700 on a large demo. / Continue
with ’second front’ policy.
’Molly’s Cafe’ - LONDON : Squatted cafe - claimants group, housing support group,miners
benefits, jumble sales, discos, squatters bar.

Q

Sheffield ’84 CONTD
Labour Party miners support rally in Stoke
For the first time Kinnock is to to attend a meeting about the miners. He says he hasn't had
the time yet he can fuck off to the funerals of Indian dictators at the drop of a hat, or to
spend a week in Russia, The total rejection of the Labour Party would be as politically sign
ificant as the class violence already seen in the dispute. The rally is a make or break situ
-ation for Kinnock as Labour leader and politician. Stoke chosen because Kinnock has spoken
there before with generally good reception - it is his best ground. Rally is tickets only,
most of tickets to Labour Party members, but some will go to NUM, to be distributed with
absolute discretion. This will not only restrict us, but the response of the miners invited
will be very different to that of the rank and file. Things must go beyond polite h
1 ing.
Footnote
About 55 of us succeeded in getting ih to rally, very few militant miners did. The stewards
were controlled from the stage by Scargill, who had given instructions that Kinnock was to
be allowed to speak. The stewards had even been told to cheer and applaud Kinnock. The whole
event was entirely stage managed.
Edinburgh 'Day of Action1

Edinburgh group are organising a 'Stop the-City' type action. Suggest street theatre,
porno trashing, 'free with compliments' etc stickers for shops, Xmas shopping. Complaints
from group that nothing ever happens in Edinburgh - people are not interested in anything
North of the border. Day of Action set for December the 20th. Would groups please adverti
-se it and try and get along.
pacifism

What is pacifism? Nobody seemed sure, but several criticisms of people’s experiences of
pacifists and pacifism were given.’’When you're fighting a class^war you can’t afford paci
-fism”. Pacifism is a religious decision. ”If the miners were pacifists the strike would
have been lost long ago.” The situation must decide the tactics. The Greenham women have
failed absolutely, all they have done is upset a few local middle - class people. Pacifis
-m and. ”Psychopathism” are false choices. Pacifists add to the mystification that is goin
-g about that governments can be negotiated with. Defence of Greenham women’ - there has
been a developement of their ideas, away from absolute pacifism and towards a more milita
-nt approach. It's bad enough to discuss pacifism when there are pacifists preasent, but
to discuss it when there are not is ludicrous. Subject abandoned.
Feminism and Sexism
Some very articulate discussion about these subjects. Sexism will be around long after
the revolution unless we do something about it now. We must confront all forms of oppress
-ion. ”Most feminist groups organise in an Anarchist w~
but don't call themselves Anarc
-hists”. A lot of the dynamism of the feminist movement has been lost because so many
feminists and feminist groups have worked hand in glove with the state (women's commitees
•III
etc). 16 women and 37 men were preasent (+ 2 female children + 1 dog). Isn’t it a bit
worrying to condemn half the population as being not worth bothering with? ”Women are sex
-ist as well, they must change as well. We must change the whole of society.” These discu
-ssions are never conclusive, but they cannot be. Stoke say they will organise a conferen
-ce dealing specifically with these issues, this will be in the new year. Gay men are
ignored (?) by their ’straight* male comrades. It is not a question of men
giving up their power, but a question of men developing themselves to destroy the power
system. We must ditch the ideas that are fed into us by the system. Anarchists must chang
-e themselves before they can change the system. Sexism must be challenged whenever it
arises.
EXm...
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Glasgow Arrests

13 people arrested for occupation of Price — Waterhouse offices# Trial date set for Wedne
-sday December 12th# Suggestion that people are invited up by Glasgow group.
SUNDAY 25/11/84

Organisation
Bristol group have their mail tampered with (who doesn’t), often only hearing about event
-s after they have already taken place. Suggest transfer of important information t’ word
of mouth to stop infiltration. Develop support for each others actions. ’Counter Ii jrmat
-ion’ service (Edinburgh - Glasgow) invite people from other groups to get involveu
Copies of C.I. taken to picket lines and strike centres with good
of information - 2500 printed.

The Direct Action Movement (DAM)
I ***•

•

«.

DAM is now officially the British equivalent of the Spanish C.N.T. Their delegates are
able to address C.N.T. / I.W.A. conferences not only on behalf of the British Anarchist
movement, but on behalf of the British working class. Despite this DAM are pathetically
small organisation after several years of existence. They exist to infiltrate and take
over the British @ movement. They have no factory groups. The miners strike has been a ..
big boost to them as they have been able to collect money , and money has been sent to
?
them by IWA groups abroard - £5,000 to Hull DAM alone, r
Great personal differences exist
between East London DAM and South London DAM, and even greater differences exist between
the DAM groups in the North and those in the South (2 small groups in London and 2 people
in Chatham). Two long standing Anarchist magazines have been completely taken over by DAM
every member of ’Anarchy’ collective is a member of E.London DAM,”’ and every member of
’Black ^ag’ collective is a member of S.London DAM.
When the C.N.T. finally gets the enormous assets (millions) seized by Franco after the
civil war, DAM will be getting a decent sized slice of the pie. But,as there are several
squabbling factions of the C.N.T., DAM must continue to support the main faction uncritic
-ally. The only DAM member who has dared to criticise this C.N.T. publicly has been
ruthlessly denounced and suspended. DAM were involved in the ’LOGO* inccident. DAM are
beyond the pail, we should not have debate with them. They have nothing in common with
the active syndicalist movements of the past, they are not involved in direct action in
the workplace, they are ’’closet - syndicalists” Sheffield in paticular complained of the
unscrupulous entryist tactics DAM were prepared to use , these tactics had been used to' v
manipulate the North - East Anarchist Federation (NEAF)
many occassions over several
years. Doncaster DAM (masquerading as the ’South - York
re Anarchist Group') had told a
whole number of lies about the Sheffield group ranging from allegations of scabbing to
allegations of kneecapping. DAM are a definite threat to the real Anarchist movement, the
local autonomous groups. Be vigilant comrades, you never know what they might stoop to
next.

Miners

Fights developing between those scabs who have gone back recently and those who went back
earlier on in the dispute - 1 pit had to be closed recently for the day because of this
A lot of non - reported inccidents of riots and disturbances from all over the country.
Hit and run tactics used at Pontefract,:but not directly related to miners strike - Simil
-ar occurrences going unreported at Hackenthorpe, Sheffield. - How many more places?
Striking miners benefit gig held at Bradford 1 in 12 club and picketting is planned. Regu
-lar picketing by Edinburgh group. Little solidarity action has been shown by other worke
-rs. We must open up the ’Second Front’. Even during Leeds ’Stop the City’ a noticeable
number of cops were taken away from local picket lines.
*

iWILAII^THORITy/
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THEY CALL THIS DEMOCRACY"
In the last election the number of valid votes counted was JO,671*OOO, 72% of the
electorate, compared with 75% in 1979*
* The electorate consists of everyone over the age of 18, except those in mental
institutions, prisons and those people who, like me dont have any wish to be on their
files of take part in their farce.
Rejected ballot papers - 51*000, 1*2%
•

•

Percentages of the vote around this area....
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*** More people didn’t want to (or couldn’t be bothered to) vote in Sheffield Central
than actually voted for labour (the winner?)
In every area, except Hallam, more people didn’t want labour, than wanted Labour
and in Hallam more people didn’t want conservative than wanted conservative.
Always about 65% of the electorate dont want tha winning party.
It seems strange that they think that they have a mandate to speak for the people..

WHY?

r

With the increased militancy of the Anarchist movement it amazes me that we are still
going through the tired old ritual of paying fines. Despite more people being prepared
to get involved in ’direct action’, the circle remains unaltered - Go out and do someth
-ing - Get caught - Pay fine - Go back to Go minus £20C
hat’s the point of going out
and doing £10’s worth of damage to an army recruiting office, and then paying a £50
fine?(This may seem a little-pessemistic,but the possibility of getting caught is somet
-hing we snould think about before - not after) .Perhaps I shouldn’t get on my high horse
and say "Don’t give them the money comrades,do the 1$ days” - It’s up to you to say it
to yourself if you wish.If you want to go through the ritual of getting nicked and paying
fines, it’s up to you.But do we really have to have all these appeals to the rest of the
Anarchist movement to pay your fines for you, we’d be better spending what little cash
we have on more worthwhile things than helping to support the judicial system and the
state. Maybe you’d just like to gamble on not getting nicked, and maybe if you smash 5
windows and only pay a fine for 1 of them you think you’ve got a good deal, but you still
ought to give
the question of fines a bit of thought, get off the fence, and try
not to get caught

COPYDATE
Final copydate for next issue is
March 1st - We cannot guarantee
the inclusion of any material
submitted after this date*
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MlS W
U UOlTil by Malatesta
REVOLUTION is the creation of new living institutions,new groupings,new social
relationships,it is the destruction of privileges and monopolies;jt is the new
spirit of justice,of brotherhood,of freedom which must renew the whole social
life,the moral level and material conditions of the masses by calling on them
to provide,through their direct and conscious action,for their own future.
REVOLUTION is the organisation of all public services by those who work in them
in their own interest as well as the public’s;
REVOLUTION is the destruction of all coercive ties;it is the autonomy of groups,
of communes,of regions;
REVOLUTION is the free federation brought about by a desire for brotherhood,by
individual and collective interests,by the needs of production and defence;
REVOLUTION is the constitution of inumerable free groupings based on ideas,wisher,
and tastes of all kinds that exist among the people;
REVOLUTION
—_______
is "the forming and disbanding of thousands of representative,district,
communel,reigonal,national bodies which,without having any legislative power,
serve to make known and to coordinate the desires and interests of people near and
far and which act through informstion,advice and example,
REVOLUTION is freedom proved in the crucible of facts-and lasts so long as freedom
lasts,that is until others,taking advantage
of the weariness that overtakes the
4
masses,of the inevitable disappointments that follow exaggerated hopes,of the
probable errors and human faults,succeed in constituting a power,which supported
by an army of conscripts or mercenaries,lays down the law,arrests the movement
at the point it has reached,and then begins the reaction.
'•4

r

To some people,anarchism is totally unacceptable ,not because they disagree with it in
theory,(on the contrary,a large amount of people have grasped the fact that anarch
ist ideals are the highest people can aspire to)but because an anarchist society
4oesft~t seek to constitute a governing body of law makers such as M.P*s,councillors,
eld,or a police or military force to carry laws made by the latter out,there would
obviously(according to these disillusioned people,)be an incredible amount of crime.
The people who believe this then,have swallowed the lie created by the state
that the state and all its advocates are there for the benefit of the masses,that
the courts and the police forces are present to keep a check on crime and corruption
and to protect the public from disorder.

In our present society crime is constantly on the increase,this isnt because of
the lack of laws,but because we live in a capitalist regime and crime is a direct
result of this.Under the capitalist system,all ownership of land,workplaces and
means of production of commodities lies in the hands of a minute fraction of society
and it is this minority and their privileged positions that the government and its
law administrators protect.
The rest of society which happens to be the majority has to,because of the way
capitalism is structured and defended/and most importantly,because they think at this
present time it is the best way to organise)rely on this privileged section for jobs,
houses,food and other necessities even though it is they who have produced these goods
Therefore,because society is arranged so,it is .extreamly unbalanced and unequal
and because of this) individuals will have more then others and when they see someone
with more than them or something they can’t afford this inevitabley leads to crime.
If a person lacks some thing,especially if it’s a basic necessity such-as food
or clothing,they will go out and steal what they need,perhaps because they are in a
financial crisis, (yet again, through no fault of their, own, but perhaps due to the
state not finding it necessary to employ them at that moTient, and the money they recieve
in the meantime is inadeauate).So then, a crime is committed ,and vhat s the states
answer
to these ‘crimes1? a long spell behind prison walls which is not a sollution
to the 'problem,all it is is the states way of punishing those people who wont stay in
—
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line and accept their measly lot.
s

Continued on page 15
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THE mEDIH.mEINFDPirrHTl(jN.
LIE5 AND 5TATE CONTROL
We will start with what we already
knowThe newspapers are owned by the rich
The T.V. is run by people with Sir before
their names*
The radio Is an extension of the T.V.
The people at the top of these 1 companies1
have alot to lose*
t

The media being used "by the government
has been most obvious during the miners
strike, and to a lesser extent during
the falklands.
With the falklands the government knew
that it couldn’t let us know what was
really happening (they learn’t their
lessons from Vietnam)* So obviosly they
weren’t .going to tell us that they were
sending submarines with nuclear capabil
ity^ the truth behind the sinking of the
Belgrano and they definitely weren’t
going to send pictures of the glorious
war home, so that we wouldn’t actually
see the war in its true colours, instead
they let the media tell us about the
daring exploits of ’our boys’*
With the falklands it wasn’t really
lies we were told, basically they omitted
to tell us the important bits (mostly
anyway)* They said that it was in the
’national interest’ not to tell us, let’s
just say it was in the governments intere
-st anyway.
Which brings us on nicely to the miners
strike, the smashing of which is obviousl
-y in the national interest
All the ’shock horror’ news reports
are of violent miners on picket lines,
scabs being beaten up by striking miners
etc, etc. I’m not saying that it doesn’t
happen, ’cause it does and it’s great
to see it happen, but we never see the
other side of the coin -
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the police arriving
at picket lines,their
only purpose to get
striking
miners,we also
never hear about scabs beating up
striking miners, and we hear how
many miners have gone back to work
on every news, never how many are
still on strike or how many scabs
have rejoined the strike and beco
-me strikers again ,etc.
When most people are involved
in actually making the news, they
realise what lies are reported,
but it doesn’t seem to actually
go further than that*iNearly
everyone believes media lies.
When there was an’alternative’
media available to the masses, we
listened to it,,not because it
was ah. alternative xeally because
it was the same old shit.I am talk
-ing about pirate radio, which was
big in the 60’s. The pirates played
the new styles of music which were
coming in, but were not taken up
by the totally legitimate radio
stations. When there was something
around that was not controlled by
the state, it had to be got rid of,
not really because it was a threat
more the threat that it could have
been to the state, (Tony Benn as
postma
r general saw to that).
Anyway, Tony Benn decided (with some
help from his string pullers) to ban
them and they were banned. The thing
that they were really scared of was
community radio - people putting
their ideas across who weren’t
accountable to the system. There
are ’political’ radio stations
still going...’Peace Radio’ in
Sheffield hopefully will soon start
to transmit again.
So far I have really been just
writing about the news broadcasts,
so next is the turn of the advert
-s and films. The adverts are
probably the worst thing ever,
not only do they
try
incredibly
hard to make
us(buy useless
goods,
4

I
1

ThE fTlEdia, misinformation. Lies and StatE
□□ntral. CONTINUED...............
but they reinforce horrific stereotypes
- the woman in the kitchen cooking for
hubby who’s at work, before she collects
the kids from school, the men who don’t
have to try...too hard.etc. Stereotypes
which you don’t normally come across in
the ’real’ world.
In fact, less than 50% of households
match up with ihie stereotype (according
to a recent report). So why do they try
so hard to convince us that ’this* is
the way we should be?
The family divides us rather than
unites us. If we are convinced that our
loyalty lies with the family rather than
each other, we become isolated from each ‘
other. For example, scabbing to make
sure your family has a nice Christmas
and sod the rest of them, (never mind
about next Christmas.)
The family is being used to reproduce
the society that our rulers want and
can control. From cradle to grave (from
medically induced,forcep helped controll
-ed birth to death from poisoning by
industrial waste). We are trained to be
factory fodder (or battlefield fodder).
It starts at home, then the state takes
over to continue the brainwashing unto
death.
The conditioning reinforces the family
and the commodities that are supposed to
make our lives bearable. The breadwinner
becomes a machine, (which is part of a
big machine) and is looked after by a
machine at home, which services
the
machine (and usually produces more
machines for the factory).
The family al30 becomes .a basic unit of
social control. Hopefully the family can
keep itself in line and if not the state
will do it with the prison system. The
fear of this makes the members of the
family police each other. ”What if I get
arrested, what will happen to the baby".
If we don’t toe the line, they can take
away our children, just like that and
they do it all the time, (761 children
were taken away from their homes by
Sheffield city council in 1985)
«

HI

V

The series’ and films on tele (about
the police helping people) seem to be
on the increase♦ Always reinforcing the
idea that we really need a police force.
Yes, they are always out there saving us
from the ’baddies’ on the T.V., but in
real life their main job is to protect
the rich and the powerful bastards.
Alot of their time is spent actually
protecting the rich, their property,
government installations, pits (the
property of the NCB)1 etc etc.......
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Food, clothing, housing-, medical treatment and innumerable other necessities are not a
luxury but a basic right,they should not be aprivilege that we have to pay for,who8e
availability is controlled by the greed of a capitalist class that shouldn’t even be
I
in a position to posess or distribute these things
I
When enough people realize that it is the state that causes chdos,that it is the
state that is behind all crimes and at the root of all social problems,it is then that
the spirit of revolt will be born and we will free ourselves of tha t- parasi te that has
restricted and inhibited us for so long.
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soap on rope
and shaving brush
pair of Y - fronts
pound of fudge
film for camera
bought last year
book entitled
’tales of fear’
pocket chess - set
pair of socks
star sign mug
and travelling cl w k
artist’s sketch - pad
box of crayons
poetry by
robbie burns
unopened parcels
still appear
thank god
it’s only once a year
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pilot issue
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The intention of its author is that this Pilot issue although independant of Class War
should act as some sort of theoretical journal of the Class War movement.
"The working class consists of all those who are wage slaves,unemployed or at school
but is this definition enough? No! it is activity that makes class war, without
revolutionary struggle, class is just a persons background."
In this vein articles include the miners strike, spreading it (class war) beyond the
mining areas themselves.Emphasis is put upon mini riots as the hope of building a combat
ive revolutionary movement.
Developing and consolidating the anarchist position where the climate for confrontation
has been created in the order of the day,however you’re left a bit unsure as to what this
entails. What it most certainly is not is pacifism/pacifist. Angry sports a critique of
the peace movement, and under an article entitled ’Militant Anarchism strikes back with
a
1 pacifism is shown up as a one dimensional idea when stood side by side with
insurrectionist theory* This is all good stuff despite the pisstaking, some of which is
offensive (references to ’dykes’ in an Anarchist mag. wo-’.d you believe!?!)
However Angry has its hangups. First it seems the av^.jr believes even if in a quali
fied way bourgois prejudice'about the working class "Commies will enevitably accuse even
mild patriotism as absolute nationalism, being oblivious to the difference between a
basically apolitical persons love for their country’s character and heritage and the
p-rprir-minantly Fascist inspired beliefs of National Socialism." Judge for yourself, maybe
i’m just a commie.
What’s really disappointing about Angry is its concern with maintaining the C.W. image,
an imaga invented for it rather than by it. The concluding page sports side by side
paper clippings then some vhinging about ’press blackouts and lies*. Despite it all
"still we grow", "we are the new breed." Fine sentiments with which I agree, just keep
to insurrectionist theory and forget the posing.
V

ANGRY available from

P.O.Box 217»Sheffield 1.

Price 20p
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ITS AS EASY AS PULLING
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ANARCHIST BOOBWOP
The following books, pamphlets, and magazines are available from Sheffield Anarchists,
P.O. Box 217> Sheffield. Cheques, P.O.’s, etc should be made out to Sheffield Libertar
-ian Society’.

ABC of Anarchism by Alexander Berkman, 86pp, £1.00
A classic and very readable account of Anarchist - Co • HI runism.
The Kronstadt Uprising by Ida Mett, 93pp» £1.50
Excellent work on Kronstadt with introduction by Murray Bookchin.
The German Guerilla:Terror. Reaction, and Resistance, W6pp, £2.00
Anarchy in Action by Colin Ward, 152pp, £2.00
Anarchy by Errico Malatesta, 54pp, 75p
We Want To Riot Not To Work 48pp, £1.00
Documents the 1981 Brixton uprisings.
Armed Struggle in Italy 96pp. £1.20^
Anarchism and the National Liberation Struggle by Alfredo Bananno, 24pp, 50p
Towards a Citizen’s Militia by Stuart Christie, 29pp, £1.50
The ’infamous’ book about the practicalities of armed struggle.
Floodgates of Anarchy by Christie and Meltzer, !60pp, £5.25
A good introduction to the role of anarchism in the modern world.
Housing* an Anarchist approach by Colin Ward, 200pp, £2.25
The First Mayday by Voltairine de Cleyre, 54pp> £2.00
Wildcat Spain Encounters Democracy 130pp, £1.00
Zapata of Mexico by Peter E Newell, 176pp, £2.95
Authority Has No Tears Poems by G McCrory, 24pp, 40p
Fighters for Anarchism (Autobiography) by Steimer and Fleshin, 84pp, £2.00
Karl Marx and the Anarchists by P. Thomas, 4O6pp, £5.00
~
Collectives in the Spanish Revolution by Gaston Leval, 5&8pp, £5.20
The End of Anarchism? by Luigi Galleani, 85pp, £2.50
The Refusal of Work 64pp, £1.00
With the Peasents of Aragon 145pp, £2.50
Buffo Amazing tales of political pranks and Anarchic bufoonery £1.00
Mutinies ; 1917 - 1920 by Dave Lamb, 52pp, 60p
Magazines
CLASS WAR (4 different issues) 10p + SAE ‘
WORKERS PLAYTIKE AUG 84 30p + SAE
ANGRY 20p + SAE
LITTLE BY LITTLE 10p + SAE
THE SHEFFIELD ANARCHIST back copies (Vol. 3) No’s 2,3,4,5,6.
Pay What You Like
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE PRICES OF THE BOOKS LISTED ABOV" DO NOT INCLUDE POSTAGE. WE ARE
PREPARED TO DELIVER BOOKS BY HAND TO ADDRESSES IN S._ FIELD.BUT IF YOU WOULD PREFER
TO HA’/E YOUR BOOKS SENT THROUGH THE POST OR YOU LIVE OUTSIDE OF SHEFFIELD PT,EASE
INCLUDE SOMETHING FOR POSTAGE

Why Not Make It Easy For Yourself
— Subscribe----hold of a copy of the paper? Sick of going through all those copies
of ’Red Drivel’ to try and find the last ’Sheffield Anarchist’ in
your local lefty bookshop? Why not make it easy for yourself and
subscribe. For 4 scintillating issues of your favourite Anarchist
mag just send us the trifling sum of £1.50 and we’ll send you the
next 4 issues + any other publications we do hot off the press. We
reckon that to cover the cost df printing, postage, envelopes, etc
you're getting a pretty good deal for £1.30. Course if you want to
send us a bit more, we’ll put it to good use.
SO WISE UP BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE AND SUBSCRIBE.
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